when design
meets architecture
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Based in West London, OS Designs

illiam Morris, who contributed so
is a leading interior design company,
much to the revival of the traditional
British textile arts commented, “Have
specialising in interior architecture
nothing in your house that you do
not know to be useful, or believe to
beautiful”. OS Designs places this at the heart of their
work philosophy.
Oz Lancaster (RIBA affiliate and BIID member), is
a highly creative and dynamic interior architect with
more than a decade’s experience of the international
interior design industry and her vision has been the
driving force behind success of her company OS
Designs. She has an in-depth understanding of global
cultures and trends due to the company’s offices in
Cyprus and Central London. The expertise of the
company has successfully created both commercial
and residential designs not only in London, but across
the continent and especially in the Middle East. The
additional qualification in furniture design has
been appreciated by clients wanting bespoke
solutions in their homes and offices where the
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exciting and innovative exterior and interior
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architectural design, interior design, space planning
designs created by her team are revitalising the
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and project management, offering a complete design
market place.
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service and project management throughout, to create
OS Designs carefully manage each project
London SW10 0SN
timeless iconic places to live.
from beginning to end. They have expertise in
info@osdesigns.co.uk
Tel +44 (0) 207 352 6323
By offering this turn key service, they take their
clients on a journey from start to finish, working with
them to establish their client’s wishes and evolving
them to accomplish schemes to exceed the client’s
expectations. From designing mood boards through
to running the sites, they can be as involved in a
project as much as the client requires. Their most
recent project demonstrated their skill of managing
a four year project of a complete interior restoration
and of creating an ambassadorial home in a 12,000 sq
ft Grade II listed property in Central London. Apart
from the restoration, the company sourced artwork,
antiques and the finest furnishings worthy of a
building of this calibre.
OS Designs are well placed to interpret a clients
wishes and dreams whatever the size and complexity
of the project.

